Starting from two line solitons, the solution of an integrable (2 + 1 )-dimensional sine-Gordon equation in bilinear form yields a dromion solution that is localized in all directions for a suitable potential. The interaction between two dromions is studied in detail through the method of figure analysis. For different selections of parameters, the interactions between two dromions may be elastic, not completely elastic, or completely inelastic.
Introduction
Since the pioneering work of Boiti, Leon, Martina and Pempinelli [1] , the study of exponentially localized soliton solutions, called dromions, in (2 + 1) dimensions has attracted much attention of physicists and mathematicians. Usually, dromion solutions are driven by two or more nonparallel straight-line ghost solitons. For instance, for the Davey-Stewartson (DS) [2] and the Nizhnik-NovikovVeselov (NNV) [3] equations, their dromion solutions are driven by two perpendicular line ghost solitons [1, 4] . For the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) equation, the dromion solutions are driven by nonperpendicular line ghost solitons [5] . For one type of nonlinear models, say the DS, NNV, and asymmetrical NNV (ANNV) [6] equations, dromion solutions exist for physical fields. However, for other types of equations like the KP and the breaking soliton equations, dromion solutions exist only for some suitable potentials of the field [5, 7] , More recently, even more generalized dromion solutions which are driven by curved and straight line solitons for some types of (2 + l )-dimensional nonlinear modes were found [8] ,
In this paper we are interested in the interaction of dromions for the (2 + l)-dimensional integrable sineGordon equation (SGE). The SGE plays a central role in such diverse fields as differential geometry [9] , nonlinear optics [10] , plasma physics [11] , superconductivity [12] , and particle physics [13] , The present popularity of the SGE in particle physics is primarily due to its intimate connection with soliton theory [14] and to the equivalence of the quantized SGE with the charged-zero sector of the massive Thirring model [15] . So studies of the interactive property dromions for this model are significant. It is well known that the interactions of (1 + 1 )-dimensional solitons are elastic. There is no exchange of energy (no change of shape and velocity) among interacting solitons. But different results have been reported for (2 + l)-dimensional integrable systems. For example, the dromion interactions reported are inelastic for the DS equation [16] , but for modified KdV (MKdV) and Sawada-Kotera (SK) systems the interactions are elastic [17] , The question why the interaction between dromions is elastic for some models and inelastic for others has not yet been answered and shall be dealt with in this paper. We also hope to learn whether there are different interactive properties when dromions are interacting due to the different selection of parameters for the same (2 + l)-dimensional integrable model. In order to answer these questions, we study (2 + l)-dimensional integrable SGE's with physical significance in detail.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. II, the multi-dromion solutions are given for (2 + l)-dimensional integrable sine-Gordon (SG) systems. Plots of the interaction of two dromions for the SGE are shown in Section III. Section IV contains a summary and discussion.
Multi-dromion Solutions of the (2+l)-dimensional sine-Gordon Equation
The bilinear form of a (2 + 1 )-dimensional SG system can be written as
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It may be proved that a single dromion solution of the equations (1,2) exists if a physical field
is defined, where a,,
T]i=PiX + q i y + wi /+const = P, • X+const (6) with
That is to say, in the space-time (x, y, t) the dromion solutions are driven by ghost line solitons, which are nonparallel to each other. Two line solitons are annihilated by two linear operators L(d x ) and K(d x ), while a dromion, which is located at the crossing point of the two line solitons survives. From (4)- (6) 
Concretely, we discuss the dromion structures for the fol-
Using the general step developed by Hirota, the N line soliton solution of the equation system (11, 12) 
.
• ,
[A/2] denotes the maximum integer which does not exceed N/2 and n i0 is an arbitrary but finite real constant related to the phase of the i-th soliton. N C n indicates summation over all possible combinations of n elements taken from /V, and /Tj"' indicates the product of all possible combinations of the n elements. From (9) and (10) we know, because a h b t are q t , p, dependent, that multi-dromion solutions for the potential u given by (10) are allowed only for a special form such that two linear operators a, d x + bj d v (/ = 1,2) with fixed a, b t annihilate all the line solitons. So the multi-dromion solutions exist only for the potential form in the new space coordinates JC,, y,
, y,, 7)//U,, y,, r)), (19) where the forms of g (jc, , y,. 7) and /(.v,, y,, 7) are the same as those of (13) 
(Pi-Pj)(Wi-Wj )
It is known that in (l + l)-dimensions there is no exchange of physical quantities like energy and momentum of the solitons after collision. Except for the phase shifts, the velocities and shapes remain unchanged.
We hope to learn whether a similar property is valid or not for the interactions among dromions for (2 +1 )-dimensional integrable models. Especially, we hope to learn whether the interactions are parameter dependent or not.
It is difficult to study the interaction of the dromions analytically because of the complexity of the multi-dromion solutions. It is more straightforward to study the dromion interactions graphically. Figure 1 , and 3 (c), t is taken as -50, 0, and 300, respectively. From Fig. 3 one can see that two dromions before interaction become one dromion after interaction. That is to say, the collision between two dromions is completely inelastic.
Summary and Discussions
In summary, we have constructed multidromion solutions of the (2 + l)-dimensional sine-Gordon type for some suitable potentials. The multidromions are constructed by multi-line solitons, say a single dromion is constructed by two line solitons and two dromions are constructed by three line solitons. All the line solitons should be parallel to the new axes {*], y x }.
For (l + l)-dimensional integrable models, like the KdV equation, the interaction among solitons is completely elastic. There is no energy and momentum exchange among solitons when they are interacting. The only effect of the soliton interaction is phase shifts. However, for the (2+l)-dimensional SGE there result different interaction properties for the same model because of different parameters (p h q t ) . If all the coupling coefficients (interaction constants) a,j are non zero, the interaction between two dromions is completely elastic (there is no exchange of energy and momentum except for exchange of some special kinds of angular momentum and the phase shift). This interaction is similar to that in the (l + l)-dimensional models. If one of the three coupling coefficients is zero, the shape of two dromions before and after interaction will be changed. That means the interaction of dromions in this case is not completely elastic (there is exchange of energy and momentum). If two of the three coupling coefficients are zero, two dromions will become one dromion after interaction. So this kind of interaction between dromions is completely inelastic.
We have given pictures of interaction for (2 +1 ^dimen-sional integrable SGE's. There are three different interaction behaviours between dromions in one model. The conclusions given above are similar to collisions of classical particles. It is known that the collision between two classical particles may be elastic, not completely elastic, or completely inelastic according to the material properties. In this paper we show that also the interaction between two dromions may be elastic, not completely elastic, or completely inelastic according to whether the coupling coefficients equal zero or don't. Whether these phenomena can take place in other (2 + l)-dimensional integrable models or in (l + l)-dimensional integrable models is worth to be further studied.
